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Executive Summary
The following document is the first in a series of white paper documents prepared by
consultants at SpenglerFox Executive Search to provide our clients and business partners 
with insight into new developments on African markets.  We focus primarily on changes 
taking place in four key regions on the continent:

Northern and Maghreb Africa
East Africa
Southern Africa
West Africa
This issue of the comprehensive white paper looks in particular at the 
market in Southern Africa and addresses a number of key issues:  growth 
markets in the region and how businesses plan the location of hubs and 
headquarters; the HR outlook and how talent sourcing occurs in the 
region; regional specificities related to finding talent that might not be 
obvious at first glance, and standard salary packages for executives and 
upper-level managers.

Picking up on the regional specificities point mentioned above, we feel it is 
important to point out particular regulatory measures on hiring implement-
ed in various countries in the region: namely, in South Africa.  These coun-
tries have strict quota systems to equalize the hiring of both white and 
black citizens as well as men and women. Such quota systems, with their 
noble aim of trying to integrate historically-discriminated populations and 
afford new opportunities to disadvantaged groups, do have an impact on 
how businesses hire in the region and how they plan incentive and career 
advancement programs.
   
To make the document more timely and relevant for readers, we have also 
included an interview with a business partner who has first-hand experi-
ence managing operations in the Southern Africa region.  This testimony 
highlights what areas are most difficult for sourcing talent; what successes 
have been achieved with programmes for finding talent (best practice); 
what mistakes have been made and learnt from in recent years and what 
advice the interviewee has to offer on succession-planning. 
 
The interview provides added value and real-life examples of how a busi-
ness has addressed issues that impact a number of organisations in the 
given region:  sourcing expat vs. local talent; promoting worker mobility; 
setting up attractive remuneration packages and talent retention pro-
grammes; and managing long-term talent development programmes. 

We hope this text proves both informative and useful.
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Market Overview:
Southern Africa

South Africa has a population of 56.9 million people and reported GDP of 294.8 billion USD 
in 2016 (Source: World Bank). It is seen as the economic hub for the southern part of the 
continent and is often referred to as a regional powerhouse. This is because it’s the centre 
of activities for the commercial, financial, industrial and mining industries.

Inside South Africa, Cape Town acts as a hub for the insurance sector. It is also an 
important centre for retail stores, given that many retail chains operate headquarters 
there. Cape Town is popular not only because of its access as a port, but it also draws in 
businesses due to its popular lifestyle opportunities and the fact that many expats prefer to 
live in the area.  Because of this popularity, some multinational corporations have opted to 
set up headquarters in Cape Town as opposed to Johannesburg. 

It is also worth mentioning that there is a noticeable difference in remuneration packages 
between the two cities: salaries in Johannesburg are 18% higher on average. Yet, Cape 
Town is a rapidly-growing hub.  It has become an important centre for IT and tech invest-
ment and is now sometimes referred to as the "Silicon Valley of South Africa". 

Corporate Logistics

South Africa’s place in the Southern Africa region continues to evolve.  The country is no 
longer managed predominantly by expat talent.  Although, historically, most multinational 
businesses made their initial footprint in the region via offices set up in South Africa and 
run by expats, in recent years these same expats have been replaced by local talent. There 
are situations, however, where expats are brought in for interim roles until a business can 
source local talent.

Angola is another evolving economy in the Southern Africa region. The country has made 
substantial economic and political progress since the end of its civil war in 2002.
Nonetheless, it continues to come up against huge developmental challenges such as 
reducing dependency on oil and diversifying its economy. Multinational companies have 
offices mostly in the capital, Luanda.  Still, talent sourcing and executive retention is a real 
challenge. The local talent pool is very small, so companies thus often hire expats (usually 
Portuguese nationals) for leadership roles. Another route for businesses is to recruit among 
Portuguese-speaking South Africans, but this results in demands from those candidates for 
very high salaries. 
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HR Market / Talent Outlook
South Africa still offers the best talent pool in the Southern Africa region. This is because it 
remains the most developed country. South Africans tend to be mobile as job candidates, 
but, if they have the option, they will choose roles in Europe or in the USA over offers else-
where in Africa. This holds especially true, if they have young families.

On the other hand, we find that it is usually young, single males who are most likely to take 
on challenging roles in the region or in other parts of Africa.  In most cases, they are moti-
vated by attractive salary packages.  Logistics-wise, a number of African countries have 
directors from South Africa leading their management teams. These directors travel the 
continent extensively, while keeping their families at a central base in South Africa.

For managers and executives seeking advancement opportunities, it is common for compa-
nies to offer them opportunities to manage offices in another part of the continent (i.e. 
eastern, western or central Africa). If these executives are up to a bigger challenge, they 
sometimes get the option of leading operations in all English-speaking African countries. 

Market Overview:
Southern Africa
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Retention proses a problematic issue in general throughout Africa. In South Africa, 
besides the normal challenges, there is a big push for Employment Equity (EE) candi-
dates, and this has created a unique challenge. The government issued its Employment 
Equality Act in 1998 to promote employment among groups that had been previously 
disadvantaged under the apartheid government.

This has created immense challenges for many companies in terms of talent sourcing and 
retention. This is because the talent pool among previously disadvantaged groups is still 
small. This situation has led to an increasingly common trend of "buying" skills.  In such 
cases, companies draw in talent with high salaries and then they retain them with addi-
tional compensation such as sign-on bonuses and subsequent annual, short-term incen-
tives.

As a result of this, we see individuals in executive and managerial roles moving every two 
years to another company with demands for higher pay.  EE candidates earn 20-40% 
more on average than standard candidates.  To address this situation and shorten time for 
recouping their investments in talent, many larger businesses are implementing intern-
ship and graduate placement programmes so they can attract young managers and grow 
their talent pools from within.  

Structural Environment

Education

Talent Retention

South Africa’s quality of basic (elementary) education has dropped in recent years as the 
government continually lowered educational standards in order to boost student pass 
rates (Source: research done by Econometrix, South Africa).  The number of universities 
in the country is limited, and over the past two years violent protests have erupted with 
young people calling for university tuition fees to be lowered.

In extreme cases, they have called for free university education. The Southern Africa 
region has experienced a "brain drain", with a large number of young people seeking to 
study and work elsewhere. This has had a particularly high impact on the medical, finan-
cial and engineering sectors.  As young South Africans have sought better work and living 
opportunities elsewhere, there has been a significant diaspora to the US, the UK, Australia 
and New Zealand.  
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Salary Package / Remuneration Structure
South Africa

Fortune 500

Medium-sized
Multinational

Locally-owned
Medium-sized

Company 

2,1 Mil. to
3,8 Mil.

180,000 to
325,000

35-60%
of Annual
gross pay

GM Role

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance*

Super Tax
= 45%

South African
Rand (ZAR) (USD)

Bonus on top
of Annual Base

Pay (%)
Benefits Tax

1,7 Mil. to
2,9 Mil.

150,000 to
250,000

20-35%
of Annual
gross pay

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance

Super Tax
= 45%

990,000 to
1,7 Mil.

85,000 to
150,000

15-35%
of Annual
gross pay

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance*
(Tax deduction)

Super Tax
= 45%

Notes on Salary Tables (above):
* The salary figures listed above have been collected by SpenglerFox consultants based on spe-
cific regional projects completed in 2017. They do not represent exact figures for each specific 
role, rather they are meant to offer readers general benchmarks.

** Company cars are no longer offered as a standard benefit in South Africa.  Instead, a car or 
travel allowance is given as a tax deduction. In the rare case that an expat serves in a role that 
is paid directly from South Africa, they will sometimes receive schooling and housing stipends.  
This includes private schooling in South Africa, as well as secure living in a gated community, 
which comes at a premium rate. 

Annual Base Pay (currency conversion done at rate of
1 USD = ZAR 11.69) Numbers are rounded up
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Salary Package / Remuneration Structure
South Africa

Fortune 500

Medium-sized
Multinational

Locally-owned
Medium-sized

Company 

1,4 Mil. to
2,5 Mil.

120,000 to
220,000

35-45%
of Annual
gross pay

Leadership
Team Role

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance*

Super Tax
= 45%

South African
Rand (ZAR) (USD)

Annual Base Pay (currency conversion done at rate of
1 USD = ZAR 11.69) Numbers are rounded up

Bonus on top
of Annual Base

Pay (%)
Benefits Tax

700,900 to
999,000

60,000 to
85,000

Up to 35%
of Annual
gross pay

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance

Super Tax
= starting

at 41%
moving up

to 45%

585,000 to
877,000

50,000 to
75,000

Around
15-25%

of Annual
gross pay

Private medical insurance,
pension/provident fund,
car allowance, guaranteed
13th salary (sometimes)

Notes on Salary Tables (above):

* In some cases, leadership team members in Southern Africa can earn salaries close to the GM 
level if they are Employment Equity candidates.

* The salary figures listed above have been collected by SpenglerFox consultants based on spe-
cific regional projects completed in 2017. They do not represent exact figures for each specific 
role, rather they are meant to offer readers general benchmarks.

** Company cars are no longer offered as a standard benefit in South Africa.  Instead, a car or 
travel allowance is given as a tax deduction. In the rare case that an expat serves in a role that 
is paid directly from South Africa, they will sometimes receive schooling and housing stipends.  
This includes private schooling in South Africa, as well as secure living in a gated community, 
which comes at a premium rate. 

Super Tax
= starting

at 41%
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Managing Director at toy manufacturer,
Mattel, in South Africa

Interview with:
Scott Hobson

What is the most challenging function in your region to find talent for? 

For me personally, it is sales. While we have an abundance of available sales positions in 
South Africa, we rarely get the talent that can cope across different categories or seg-
ments. For example, they become entrenched in their current segment of "Beauty". They 
then find it hard to transition, with the skills they have developed, into another segment 
such as "Toys".

The basic skills of key accounts and sales should allow for candidates to apply themselves 
to various departments.  But true talent is normally well-looked-after by companies and 
so these persons rarely look outside for other opportunities; or they become too expen-
sive for a new company to take on.

Could you share with us some success stories that have worked in terms of developing 
and retaining talent in your current or previous organisation?

What has worked for me in the past, which applies across all types of employees, is 
having more one-on-one engagements. You need monthly check-ins, hard discussions 
and delivery of honest, constructive feedback so the employee knows where they stand 
and what they can do to improve. Along with this, you need to ensure the employee is 
empowered to develop him- or herself, and that it is not a manager driving the process. 
Where I have had success is in supporting a development plan created by the employee: 
not the other way around.
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What are the most common mistakes multinationals make when hiring talent in
your region?

Rushing appointments in order to meet deadlines and not waiting for the right candidate. 
Not fully understanding local culture and team culture differences by market.

Succession planning: shifting from expat placements into local senior leadership
recruits – what does it take, how long does it take, what are the challenges?

This answer is similar to comments made above: understanding local culture is very 
important. Everything from understanding how people work, communicate, etc. can vary 
greatly from country to country. An experienced expat should have gained knowledge of 
this issue, so that the succession runs more smoothly. But they must be aware that the 
succession involves two learning curves: how to do the job, and the way you are expected 
to perform your role.

What means do you use to find talent (head-hunters, networking, advertisements,
LinkedIn, etc.)?

Head-hunters and recruitment agencies, word of mouth.
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